Our Coffees: Brazil
Crop Year: 2021
Our sourcing strategy in Brazil is run by Bruna Costa, Kamba's general manager. Bruna grew up in
Espirito Santo do Pinhal and is from the third generation of a coffee producing and export family.
With the help of Costa Cafe, Bruna's father's export company, and a few other trusted export
partners, we import coffees from across the producing regions of Brazil. Many of the farmers that
Kamba work with are people she or her family have known their entire life.
At Kamba, we don't believe in dictating to origin exactly what we want, but instead try to exchange
knowledge to progress together. This means we can bring coffees to your cupping tables from
producers that might previously not have had access to the specialty export markets as well as
shining a light on amazing quality coffees that exist across Brazil.
The relationships that Kamba have makes this approach possible and delivers exciting, delicious
and constantly improving coffees with producers we trust. We hope you enjoy this years Brazil offer
as much as us!

Crop Year: 2021/22
Region: Mogiana
Farm: Fazenda Santo Antonio
Process: Natural
Variety: Mundo Novo
Bags: 60kg GrainPro
Altitude: 1,150 - 1,250 masl
Screen: 15up

Patricia Mundo Novo | K22-0041
Producer: Patricia Coelho

Tasting Notes: dark chocolate, almonds,
caramel

Patricia is a small farmer located at Mogiana, in the city of Espirito Santo do Pinhal. She has recently
taken over the family business alongside her husband Mauricio. Not only a producer of great coffees,
Patricia is also Bruna’s personal friend. That friendship is important because we are working together to
provide access to and help her grow in the specialty industry.
This is the third year we have worked with Patricia at Kamba coffee. Year on year the quality of the
coffees Patricia is producing are improving as she invests more time and resource in quality and
processing. Over time, the goal is to transition even more of her total production into the specialty
market and keep pushing the quality higher. Once again, Patricia is one of our largest producer partners
of this Brazil crop.

